In connection with Allt i Transport’s acquisition of G-Moving from G-Solutions in June 2018, we have
cooperated to ensure that the merger of these companies goes as smoothly as possible. A key
component of the work is clarifying the trademark to protect all internal and external values.
Corporate ID no. and Company Name: The management and primary shareholders of the company
have decided that Corporate ID no. 556639-6049, that is attributed to Allt i Transport & Spedition 018
AB will be linked to a new name, Global Mobility Moving AB. The Allt i Transport & Spedition AB
company name will continue to exist as a subsidiary of G-Moving. These name changes will hopefully
take effect from the beginning of September 2018.
The G-Moving Trademark: The Company has chosen to adopt the registered G-Moving trademark
when representing the company on a day-to-day basis. The G-Moving name more clearly describes
what we do. Becoming established on the international market also makes a name change that works
on an international level a natural step forward in the development of our company.
Here is our new logo:

Strap line: Your move. Our drive. Our new strap line describes the essence of what we do. Our clients
are moving. When companies, organisations, authorities or private individuals need to move from one
place to another, we want to help. Our driving force is to facilitate their next steps by responsibly
creating seamless transportation across Sweden and the world, eliminating administrative burdens
and making sure that they are at home at their new destination.
Timetable: We will start by switching our visual identity in e-mail signatures, business cards, website
and all document templates. After that, we will gradually implement the change to our vehicles, other
stationery, envelopes, garments and boxes. We are counting on everything being changed by
2018/2019 year-end.
The Organisation: The organisation is not going to change: you will have the same contact people as
you now have. The Corporate ID no. will also remain the same. The only thing we are changing is the
name of the company so that it more clearly represents and reflects what we do.
Do you have any questions or concerns? Pass them on to your contact person or directly to me at
per.hansson@alltitransport.se
I wish you all a fantastic autumn. Let's stay in touch!
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